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Carbon steel and cryogenic (gas) tank containers 
European engineering with highly automated Chinese manufacturing

T50 T75T50 (40 ft.)



JOPM quality workmanship 
JOPM is situated in Jiujiang City with premises covering 

200.000 m2 and 400 employees. The location is easily  

accessible and has good connections to the ports by road, 

rail and water. The manufacturing site is only a few years old 

and the production facility is equipped with a large number of 

high-tech advanced machines such as a plasma seam welding 

machine, a tank container general assembly platform and 

contemporary painting chamber.

High standard manufacturing        
processes
In order to respond to the highly demanding and modern

international requirements of workmanship and management,

JOPM has been awarded numerous certificates confirming the 

high standards of manufacture.

 ISO 9001 for quality management systems

 ISO 14001 for environmental management systems

 OHSAS 18001 for working conditions

 HSE for health, safety and environmental regulations

Flaxfield 50 years 
experience in tank containers
Flaxfield has more than 50 years’ collective experience in the tank 

container market in the fields of sales, production and engineering 

of stainless steel 20 ft & swap body ISO tank containers, carbon 

steel gas tank containers and more recently composite tank 

containers. Flaxfields mission is to offer their worldwide clients a 

European tank container partner who has a wide range of (gas) tank 

containers and related tank container products in the portfolio. 

Additionally Flaxfield offers extensive engineering support, (after) 

sales and marketing services. Exposure in the early days of the 

development of tank containers with Dutch builder Holvrieka, 

continuing with South African manufacturer Consani finally 

lead to the establishment of the privately owned Flaxfield Tank 

Container Solutions in 2004. Flaxfield has been closely involved in 

establishing the introduction of JOPM’s gas and carbon steel tank 

container products to the international market. Furthermore, after 

sales capabilities for repairs, periodic testing, modification and 

the customization of highly specialized equipment are available 

through premier independent and flexible tank repair depot 

Aspenal in Europoort (Rotterdam), the Netherlands.

Co-operation
Mid 2016 was the start of the cooperation between Dutch 

Flaxfield Tank Container Solutions (FFTCS) and Chinese 

Jiangxi Oxygen Plant Co. (JOPM) with FFTCS providing their 

European engineering, sales and marketing expertise, (after) 

sales service and JOPM providing their Chinese manufacturing 

capability in the field of carbon steel and cryogenic gas tank 

containers. The combination of the two companies resulted 

in a pioneering cooperation, which offers best of both 

worlds: international expertise in tank containers and highly 

automated Chinese production processes.



Production facility
The purpose built tank production facility incorporates a number 

of features allowing unrestricted manufacture of both small runs of 

highly specialized equipment alongside larger runs of more standard 

equipment. Modern rolling, plasma and submerged arc welding 

equipment ensure the latest production technology is employed.

  Assortment
The JOPM assortment is extensive with the primary products

being cryogenic and carbon steel tank containers, road

tankers and static tanks for the transport of liquefied oxygen

nitrogen, argon, carbon dioxide and liquefied natural gas (LNG).

The initial focus for the cooperation between Flaxfield and 

JOPM  is for T50 20 ft. and 40 ft. gas tank containers and T75 

10 ft., 20 ft. and 40 ft. cryogenic tank containers. A range of 

lower T-codes (T13, T14 and T19) carbon steel tank containers 

are also available.

Lining
When required by the product, the inside of the T13, T14

and T19 carbon steel tank containers can be equipped with 

a range of linings. Linings can be applied either locally in 

China or in Europe through leading applicators. 

Examples of lining types are:
   

 Butyl lining

 Natural lining

 PTFE

 PFA

Large production volume capabilities

Chemline

Glassflake

Baked phenolic
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T50 carbon steel 
gas tank containers 
Capacity ranges from: 19.000 litre to 53.300 litre 
20 ft. and 40 ft. frames

   Various pressure ratings
   Sun shield
   With and without zinc lining
   Baffles/provision for baffles
   Side or rear discharge
   ASME VIII Div. 1 & Div. 2

T75 cryogenic 
gas tank containers 
Capacity ranges from: 7.700 litre to 46.500 litre
10 ft., 20 ft. and 40 ft. frames 
 
   Various pressure ratings
   Highly sophisticated discharge and loading system

OUR MISSION? OFFERING TAILOR MADE SOLUTIONS FOR TANK CONTAINERS 
AND RELATED PRODUCTS THROUGH A SERVICE DRIVEN MENTALITY. 
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Contact us for info!


